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PERTH GLORY — COMPENSATION 

640. Ms R. SAFFIOTI to the Minister for Sport and Recreation: 

I refer to the compensation paid by the government to Perth Glory Football Club for disruption to nib Stadium. 

(1) Given that the Department of Sport and Recreation recommended that the minister get cabinet approval 
for the compensation payment, and he told the Parliament last October that he would take the payment 
to cabinet, why did he not do that?  

(2) Why did the minister fund the compensation claim from the capital allocation for the project when his 
department questioned the appropriateness of doing so? 

(3) Will the minister explain why there is no mention of the compensation payment in the Department of 
Sport and Recreation’s annual report, the budget papers or other financial documents when other 
compensation payments have traditionally been reported in this way?  

Mr T.K. WALDRON replied: 
I thank the member for the question. 

(1)–(3) Yes, I made the decision on the compensation on the advice of the Department of Sport and Recreation. 
I cannot recall advice saying that it should be taken to cabinet; I did deal with Treasury during the 
process. I make the point that there was a claim for compensation for some $1.2 million; we agreed to 
pay compensation after going through a full assessment through the Department of Sport and 
Recreation. Payments were made for signage, corporate area loss and displaced members; no 
compensation was paid for reduced capacity. Yes, I guess it could have gone to cabinet, but I feel that 
as a minister I make decisions and judgements about whether matters should or should not go to 
cabinet. I have been dealing directly with Treasury, and I think the compensation and the process 
through the Department of Sport and Recreation was very thorough. The fact is that $1.2 million was 
asked for. I think we made a good decision, and I stand by that decision.  
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